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Abstract 

The MIT-Bates Accelerator Center consists of a one GeV 
electron linac with a beam recirculation system, and a stor- 
age ring which was initially commissioned in early 1993. 
For proper operation of this facility, on-line beam mca- 
surements and analysis are important. To this end we have 
developed codes for simulating and measuring beam opl.ics 
and the transverse beam phase space. One of the beam op- 
tics simulators is an extension of the DIMAD based sim- 
ulator which originated at CEBAF. It has been modified 
to include the capabilit,y of directly reading the machine 
magnetics values and therrby prrdict I,he beam envelope, 
as well as automat.ically set up the desired theoretical beam 
phase space. Two types of on-line transverse phase space 
measuring codes are in operation. It is envisioned that 
these phase space measurement systems will eventually be 
linked with the optics simulator to allow semi-rrutomatic 
beam tuning procedures. Another code for Rutomatically 
measuring optical matrix elements has been in USC for sev- 
eral years. A description of the codes, their bases and their 
operation are presented here. 

I. Introduction 

The MIT Bat,es Accelerator Center has recenlly begun 
commissioning the South Ilall Ring (SHR)[l]. This 1 GeV 
19Om circumference ring is filled from the 1 % duty factor 
electron linac. 11 is designed to provide high duty factor 
beams to targets internal t.o the ring and also to external 
targets, for nuclear physics experiments. Proper operation 
of the benm lines and the ring, including maintaining the 
high quality of the beam, requires achieving the proper 
optical matrix elements and matching the phase space of 
the beam to the beam line or ring design phase space. 

In order to accomplish this matching, we use computer 
programs to automatically measure the transfer matrix el- 
ements and the transverse phase space of the beam at var- 
ious points along the beam line. An optics simulation pro- 
gram is then used to set the beam line magnetic elements 
to achieve the proper phase space match. These programs 
are, to varying degrees, extensions and modifications of 
programs used in the design of the ring and beam lines. 
Each of them operates interactively, and is interfaced with 
the control system and instrumentation, to provide real- 
time tuning capability. 

II. Ring Controls and Instrumentation 

The Ring Control System (RCS) comprises a number 
of distributed Local Area Computers (LACs) and work- 
stations interconnected by Ethernet[2]. The LACs control 
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and monitor all beam line devices, as well as collect dat.a 
from instrumentation such as beam position monitors and 
wire scanners. Available data is sent out on the network 
at a rate of 4 Hz. The workstations are used for clisplaving 
this data, for operat.or interface, and to run application 
software such as that described here. Thus, the applica- 
t.ions have access to all information on the present state of 
the beam and magnetic elements. In addition, the appli- 
cations can control the magnetics and instrumentation. 

III. Phase Space Programs 

We use two independent techniques for measuring the 
transverse phase space of the beam. The first uses the 
beam size measured at three locations along the beam line. 
It has the advantage of not perturbing the beam transport, 
but its precision suffers when measuring small emittance 
beams in certain optics configurations. The second tech- 
nique involves measuring the beam size at a fixed location 
as a function of the strength of an upstream quadrupole. 
Although this perturbs beam transport, and tends to be 
slower than the three profile method, it is able to make 
good measurements over a wider range of phase space. In 
addition, this method can be used in situations where it 
is not possible to measure the beam size at three different 
locations. 

A. Three profile method 

By measuring the horizontal and vert.ical beam sizes at 
three different locations along a beam line, the transverse 
phase space in both planes can be determined. We are 
using an extrnsion of an earlier technique[3] which allows 
for general beam transport between the three locations. 
Beam sizes are measured using wire scanners driven by 
stepper motors. The horizontal beam size at location i is 
xi = fi where 

A = R:,(i)fict - ZR.,t(i)R,z(+x,, + I&(+, (1) 
is the fl function at locat,ion i, and R,,,,(i) is the lm com- 

ponent of the transfer mnt.rix R from Incation 0 to location 
i. The beam emittanre is c. The variables pII, ofI and ylI 
are the Twiss parameters af. location 0. At locations 1, 2 
and 3, then, 

(it) +;I). (2) 

where 

i 

RLW -~RII(I)RIz(~) R:,(I) 
M = R:,(2) -2R1,(2)Rjz(2) R:,(2) 

) 
(3) 

R:,(3) --~RI I(~)RI$) R:,(3) 
Using t@i = Z: and inverting the matrix M, Eq. 2 can 

be solved to give cp,,, car, and cy(,. Thus 0, Q and 7 at 
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loralion 0 can be drt,prmined bv measuring the beam size 
r and three din’crrnt locations, knowing the Iransfer ma- 
t,rices from t,ht* thrre 14jcnticjns (0 locnf.ion 0, and using 
c = J(F@,,)(c~,~) - (FLI~,)~. St* nn nrc propagation of rrrors d 1 
is llsetl to calcrllfllr 111~ pracisic)n of the nlcasurrment. 

The core of I.he program used lo make these measure- 
mrnls is based on a design program tlsecl to drterrnine I.he 
optimal locations of (.hr wirr scanners. We havr nddecl a 
graphicnl user intrrfacr for dn1.a display and cont.rol of I,he 
wire scanners. Figllrc I sho~vs the nscr int.erface for this np- 
plication. 1)isplaved are the raw and processed data from 
the wire scanners, ant1 the wire scanner control parame- 
t.crs. In order to cnlcnlnte the phase spacr, thr applicn- 
tion program reads the sett.ings of the magnetic rlrm~nts 
along I.he beam line and calculates the appropriat,r trans- 
fer mat.ricrs. Combining t.he beam widths and the transfer 
matrices, the phase space can be calculated, along with 
t,he precision of the measuremrni. The resulting horixon- 
tal md vertical phase space ellipses are then displayed. A 
complete set. of beam profiles is tvpicflliy flcquirecl in lo-30 
seconds. Processing of the data takes l-2 seconds. 

Fig. 1: User intrrfare for measuring t,he transverse phase 
space using three beam profiles. 

This application, writfrn in C and using hlotif, gives a 
renl t.imr nr~nailrrm~nt r1F1 Itr beam transverse phase space. 
‘I‘hr wire srannrrs scan on a ronlinunus basis, sending nut 
da1.a at the end UT each scan. Any change in the setting 
of a beam line rlrmenl. is recognized by the program and 
t,aken into account. Thus, the most. current data available 
is displayed. There is an opt.ion for saving all raw data 
on disk, for later replay. In addiCon, the measured phase 
space can be projected to any point along the beam line. 

B. Varying qua&pole method 

By varying a quadrupole in t,he beam line and observ- 
ing the beam size at a point downstream, the transverse 
phase space may be determined for a point upstream of 
the quadrupole[4]. This method is normally used for one 

plane at a time. The bmrit size is measured with a wire 
scannrr, as in the fltrre profile mrthod. 

‘I’hr squnre of thr beam size at t.he wirr sr~nnrr (CT,, in 
r and u,(:I in y) is drt.crminrd by the IWRI~ sigma matrix 
cr” at a point upstrrnrn by 

61, = R$T’,‘, i- 2Ii, ,R ,2u:‘2 i- Rf,a;, (,#I 

for f, ant1 similnrly for y. The R,, are the elrmrnls of 1 he 
brnrn frnnsfer matrix between thr upstream location and 
the wire scanner. 

A weighted least.-squares fit of the square of t.he beam 
size as a function of quadrupnlr settings is made, vielding 
thr complrte IWRIII sigma mnt.rix. From i.tlis tile lwntn 
erni(tnncc c and the ‘I’wiss paramrters fl and o arc= given 
by c x &y&., p = cq,/c, nnd a = -bl?/f in the 
z plane. Similar expressions hold in the y plane. 

This application is writ,ten in C, using Motif for t,he llser 
int,rrl’are, which is shown in Fig. 2. The wire scanner con- 
I.&s and the profile display are identical to those used 
in the three proAh al)plicat,ion. The trnnsfer matrix is 
calculated for each setting of the c~~~drupolc, reading the 
setf.ings of the beam line elements from fhe network. The 
measured data points nnd the function fitted to them arc 
plotted, and the phase space ellipse is displayed, as pro- 
jrrtcd I,o any point in thP bram line. Acquisit.ion of each 
beam profile to determine the beam width typicallv takes a 
few tens OF seconds. One comp1ef.e scan of the quadrnpole, 
to make one phase spare measurement, may take 5-10 min- 
utes. Data analysis requires onlv a few seconds. 

Fig. 2: (Jser inl.erfacr for mcnsnring the transverse phase 
space by measuring the beam size as a function 
of the strength of an upstream quadrupole. 

IV. Optics Simulator 

This application is based on the beam line simulation 
code DlMAD[5] and a graphical interactive interface to 
it developed at CEBAF[6]. This interface, based on the 
X Window System, is itself an extension of the original 
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DlMAD text-based int,erartive interface allowing graphical 
display of the computed results, and the manipulation of 
beam line clrmrnt settings using grnphiral display objects. 

N.-m Elkl 
. . 

The program has been further modified for use as an 
on-line diagnostic and machine tuning tool. An interface 
to the RCS allows the settings of beam line elements to be 
incorporated into the simulation in real time. Selected ele- 
ment,s may also be set by the application from calculations 
based on data supplied by the user. A graphical display 
of the beam beta functions for the modeled beam line is 
provided. 

There are two basic modes of operation. In the first., t.hr 
parameters of the beam phase space at the beginning of 
t,he beam line are specified by the user, along with a set, of 
desired beam parameters at some other point in the beam 
line, usually the end. A selected group of elements are then 
used as parameters in a least squares fitting procedure, ~, 
with the desirrd beam parameters as the fitting conditions. 
The calculated settings for the beam line elements can then 
be applied directly from the prograrn on command from 
the user. This allows a complex beam line to be tuned in 
a simple and deterministic fashion. 
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erg. 3: User interface for the DlMAD optics program. 
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In the second mode of operation, the actual set,tings of 
all the beam line elements are continuously read from the 
RCS, and the simulation is performed based on them. This 
allows a real-time display of the beam line tune, as ele- 
ments are ad.justed by the operator. The display update 
rate is limited by the computation of the beam line transfer 
matrices and thus by the nutnber of elements in the beam 
line. For beam lines with 20-30 elements, updates can be 
provided about once a second on a mid-range workstation. 

The graphical interface, shown in Fig. 3, is written in 
C, using DECwindows for the user interface. The CEBAF 
code has been modified and extended to incorporate new 
functions, and some features have been deleted. DIMAD is 
written in FORTRAN, and modifications were made to it 
at CEBAF to allow access to data and functions from the 
C interface code. We have made further modifications and 
additions, particularly to the least squares fitting routines. 

V. Transfer Matrix Element Measurements 

The operation of some beam lines depends on the proper 
set-up of the optical matrix elements. To verify that this 
has been achieved, we have developed an aut.omatic OP- 
TICS measuretuent system. This application uses steering 
dipoles to independent,ly vary the position and angle in 
z and y of the beam entering the beam line. The beam 
positions at downstream BPMs are then measured, and 
the resulting optical matrix elements are calculated and 
displayed. 

The graphical interface, shown in Fig. 4, is written in 
C, using X10. There is provision to interact with the pro- 
gram as the data is taken, or to allow the program to 
operate automatically. The results are used to modify the 
quadrupole and dipole trim settings in the beam line to 
obtain the desired optics. 

-2.0 1 

Fig. 4: Sample result. from t,he OPTICS program. The 
solid lines indicate the desirecl optics, the points 
are the measured optics. 
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